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Subject: Disposition of the investment in Chancellor Oil Pte. Ltd.  
To:  President 
 The Stock Exchange of Thailand 

PTT Public Company Limited ("PTT") is pleased to inform you that the Board of Directors of PTT has given 
approval for PTT Green Energy Co. ("PTTGE SG") (a subsidiary of PTT in the Republic of Singapore, of which PTT 
holds 100 percent shares) to dispose of its entire investment of 77.56 percent of the total issued shares in 
Chancellor Oil Pte. Ltd., and assignment of the loan to Primary Resources Pte. Ltd. ("PR"). (At present, PR is a 
shareholder of Chancellor Oil Pte. Ltd. in the amount of 22.44 percent.) PTTGE SG and PR entered into the sale 
and purchase agreement on 14 May 2015.  

PTTGE SG and PR have jointly held shares in Chancellor Oil Pte. Ltd. since 2010. Chancellor Oil Pte. Ltd. 
is a company incorporated in Singapore, operating a palm oil business and producing palm oil through PT. First 
Borneo Plantations ("PT FBP") and its 6 subsidiaries (“FBP Group”). FBP Group has land bank for plantation  with 
a total of 108,000 ha in west Kalimantan, the Republic of Indonesia. 

The disposition of PTT's entire investment, through PTTGE SG, in Chancellor Oil Pte. Ltd. is in line with 
PTT Group's restructuring policy. The value of the disposition of the investment and the assignment of loan is a 
price agreed upon between the seller and the purchaser via independent negotiation. The disposition of the entire 
investment in the subsidiary will result in the subsidiary ceasing to be a subsidiary of PTTGE SG.      

The transaction is not a connected transaction, and the transaction size does not require disclosure 
under regulations on acquisition and disposition of assets of listed companies. However, this is a report on a 
cessation of a joint-venture arrangement with another company, whereby a portion of the joint-venture 
arrangement is of 10 percent or more of the paid-up capital of the joint-venture company.         

Please be informed accordingly. 
Yours sincerely, 

        
 
        (Pailin Chuchottaworn) 
            President and CEO 
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